We identify the operators and the corresponding physical quantities whose measurement allows in principle to obtain total teleportation o f the unknown spin state of a single electron. We introduce an analogous scheme for a single photon and discuss its experimental implementation.
Introduction
Quantum teleportation, in its simplest version, con sists in the possibility o f transferring the unknown quantum information content associated to the spin state |0) of a single "local" electron to another "dis tant" electron. A conceptual procedure for achieving this task has been proposed by Bennett et al. [1] . It requires the availability of a pair o f electrons in an en tangled spin state (e. g., the singlet state), one o f which moves close to the local electron while the other is the distant electron onto which the inform ation content of the local one has to be teleported. It is then in princi ple possible to perform a set of measurem ents on the two local electrons, whose outcome is the signature of the distant electron state-collapse into the state \4> ) (or into a state which can be transformed into |0) by a classical operation). Actually, the above scheme only specifies the states (Bell states) into which the twoelectron system has to collapse in order to achieve teleportation, but does not identify the set of m ea surements which have to be performed to reach this goal, that is, a com plete set of observables o f which the Bell states are eigenstates. Odd as it may seem, the corresponding operators, which we call Bell op erators [2] , have not been explicitly identified until recently [3] , More precisely, it can be shown that the simplest complete sets of observables are provided by the squares 5^, S2, S2 Z of any pair o f com ponents of the total angular momentum of the two close elec trons. This agrees with the fact that total teleportation of the state of a single particle cannot be achieved by performing only "linear" measurements, i.e., by measuring Sx,Sy, Sz or any linear combination [4] ,
Bell Operators
We label hereafter with the subscript 1 a local elec tron whose unknown spin state |^i) = a\ | i ) + b\ | i ) we wish to teleport, and with 2 and 3 two entangled electrons, one of which (say 2) is directed towards electron 1, while the other (i.e. 3) is sent towards a distant region where the quantum state of electron 1 has to be transferred. If we assume electrons 2 and 3 to be entangled in the singlet-state 
l^) = Ti>l T2> ± U i)U 2> ).
By inspecting (2), it is apparent that a measurem ent o f a complete set o f com muting observables whose eigenstates coincide with the Bell states pertaining to the local electrons 1 and 2 , collapses the whole threeelectron system into one o f the four states on the R.H.S. of (2) and, consequently, the distant electron 3 into one of the four states -a\
. Once the output of the above experim ent is com m unicated, through an ordinary classical channel, to an experim enter in proximity o f electron 3, he can reproduce a replica of |0 i ) by means o f a suitable unitary operation on the particle spin, thus realizing teleportation. In order to identify the relevant set o f com m ut ing observables, we note that the three operators S 2, S 2, S'2, corresponding to the squares o f the total spin operators Sx = S"lx + $2X I Sy = Sly + S2y, Sz = S\z + S2z, (4) are mutually com m uting variables. In fact, we have (apart from the inessential f a c to rs /2 ), Sx = cr\x+cr2x, Sy = <x\y + (j2y, and Sz = cr\z + o2z, where the cr's are the standard Pauli matrices, so that From this table it is evident that, if we choose to measure, e.g ., the pair (S'2 ,S '2), the output S 2 = 0, Si = h2 corresponds to collapsing I#') on the second term in the RHS of (2), the output S2 Z = 0, S 2 = 0 cor responds to the first term, the output S 2 = n2,s l = h 2 corresponds to the fourth term, and 5 \ = Ti, Si = 0 corresponds to the third term, no other output being possible. Thus, (S'2, S'2) are a complete set of observ ables (Bell operators) by means of which total telepor tation can be achieved. The same argument obviously applies to the other pairs (S'2, S'2) and (S'2, S'2).
Photon Teleportation
Although the above considerations naturally re fer to electrons, the generally negligible interaction o f photons among themselves and with the envi ronment makes these more suited to conceive ex periments aimed at implementing total teleportation schemes. On the other hand, the discussion leading to (7) implies (for electrons) the necessity of m easur ing angular-momentum squares of the two-particle system. As we shall see in the following, the corre sponding photonic measurements require, for exam ple, two-photon absorption. To this end, we recall that the most general two-photon state (each photon be ing associated with a single wave-vector A:,) can be expressed as a superposition of the state vectors \xU = v/V2(Ir ' 1>Il *!> ± IL*,)!«*;)). (8)
|7 u > = ^( I R O I R O ± |L *,)|L fe>), (9)
where |R *) and |L *) respectively label right-and left handed circular polarization states, corresponding to spin +h and -T i along the propagation direction. In this frame, the unknown state to be teleported is the polarization state \(j)\) = a |R *,) + &IL*,) of photon 1, while the analogous of (2 ) 
+ \l^)(a\L",)-b\Rk,))
In analogy to electron teleportation, the entangled state is [3] t e > = d o
The procedure leading to photon teleportation is again based on the collapse o f state \&), induced by an appropriate m easurem ent, onto one of the four states a|Rfc3) + b\h^), a |R jt3) -b\L^), a |L * ,) + ö|R *3), and a |L * ,) -&|R*,). A possible experim ental scheme, based on a non linear effect, that is two-photon absorption, has been already described [3] . Here, we present a (slightly improved) simplified version of that scheme, the in terested reader being referred to [3] for a more de tailed description. The two-photon polarization en tangled state (see ( 1 1 )), is generated by a parametric down-conversion process (PDC) of a pump beam of wavelength Ap in a type-II degenerate process taking place in an appropriate nonlinear crystal, the single photons having a As = 2Ap. The photon k\ we wish to teleport is directed, together with photon k2, on a cell containing hydrogen atoms which are either in the ground or in the excited states 2 s (J = 1 / 2 , 1 = 0 ), 2 p (j = 1 /2 ,/ = 1). Parity and energy conservation forbids all transitions but 2s (j = 1 / 2 ,1 = 0) -► 3s C j = 1 /2 ,/ = 0 ), and 2 p (j = 1 / 2 ,/ = 1) -3p (j = 1/2, / = 1). In turn, the detection of the occurence of one o f these transitions (signaled by the fluorescent emission in the subsequent relaxation process) can only be consistent with the collapse o f photon A : 3 onto the state a|R^) -b|L * ,), associated with |xi~2) ' as implied by total angular m omentum conservation. In other words, the above allowed transitions conserve the atomic angular mom entum , and this entails the photonic angular mom entum to be as well conserved, which is only consistent with the annihilation of two photons in the singlet state Ixi^)-If the above resonant process does not occur, the state \&) obviously collapses on the sum of the first, third, and fourth terms on the RHS of (10). At this point, we can rely on the possibility of transform ing, by means of simple polarization-changing uni tary operations, all other basis states |xT,2)» 17^,2) anc* |7j_2) into |xi~2) ^ne ^ese °Perati°ns allows us to transform |7^2) into 1x 7,2 ) ' l7i~2) int0 1x 1 ,2) ' and | x | 2 ) into |7 f 2), so that we are left with the new total state
+ |x^2) ( a |R t j ) -6 |L t j )) + |x i,2) ( a |L t j ) -6 |R t ,))
One can now repeat the two-photon absorption ex periment which, if absorption actually takes place, entails the collapse o f photon £ 3 on the state a |L *,) + 6 |R jt,)). If absorption does not occur, we are left with the total state -L [ -| 7 ,-2) ( o |R * , ) + 6 |L t j »
A nother suitable polarization-changing operation transforms this state into
so that a further tw o-photon absorption experiment entails, if successful, the collapse of photon kj onto the state a |R * ,) + 6 |L*.,). If absorption does not occur, the photon collapses into the state a |R jt,) -6 |L *,).
A schematic implem entation of the total teleporta tion scheme described above is shown in Figure 1 . The two-photon polarization entangled state is obtained through the selection of two correlated degenerate As modes k2 k3 from the param etric fluorescence of a Ap = 2AS beam in an appropriate nonlinear crystal. The
As "In" photon, i. e., the photon whose unknown polar ization state must be teleported to the distant photon "Out" , is generated in coincidence with the entangled pair (an operation that in itself requires some form of previous param etric process) on mode k {. M ode k3 is sent to a distant output port "Out", whereas m ode k2 is redirected towards the Bell m easurem ent appa ratus with mode kv Single photon linear polarization transformation T x finally provides the required three photon system. M odes kx and k2 are made to recom bine in a region where H atoms are concentrated (and partially excited). The entire region is surrounded by a single photon detector, D 1, allowing the efficient col lection o f flourescence. M ode k2 is m ade to undego a second linear single photon transformation T2 and redirected into a second region, identical to the first, but surrounded by detector D2. The entire process is repeated (linear transform ation T 3, detector D3), whereas any surviving photon pairs are detected in D4 and D5. Detection o f a flourescence in D l, D2, D3, or a coincidence in D4 -D5 indicates on which Bell state the two local photons have collapsed, and therefore indicates which final linear transformation has to be performed on the distant m ode /c3, T 4, to achieve teleportation.
